Poudre River Forum
February 2, 2018

About Today’s Forum
The listening exercise we just did helped me see the value of listening to understand.

1. Strongly Disagree
2. Disagree
3. Not sure
4. Agree
5. Strongly Agree
This forum:
Select all that apply

741. Opened my mind to perspectives I had not thought about before
822. Helped me better understand a point of view other than my own
583. Slightly changed my point of view on at least one topic
144. Significantly changed my point of view on at least one topic.
305. Made me more solidly set on my own point of view
246. Did not address my prime concerns
This forum:
Select all that apply

561. Did not seem to advocate a particular point of view
162. Seemed biased toward pro-environmental views
133. Seemed biased toward urban water rights holders
124. Seemed biased toward agricultural water rights holders
315. Failed to include some important points of view
186. Seemed to promote a narrow range of interests
817. Seemed to promote a broad range of interests
Today’s Poudre River Forum
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THANKS FOR COMING!
Enjoy the displays and refreshments!
Complete the Written Evaluation!
Drawing at 4:00